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An experimental and theoretical study of the gas
phase kinetics of atomic chlorine reactions with
CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH, and (CH3)3N†

J. M. Nicovich,a S. Mazumder,a P. L. Laine,‡b P. H. Wine,*ab Y. Tang,c

A. J. C. Bunkand and C. J. Nielsen*d

The rate coefficients for the reactions of Cl(2PJ) with methylamine (R1), dimethylamine (R2) and trimethylamine

(R3) have been measured using the laser flash photolysis – resonance fluorescence technique as a function of

temperature (274–435 K) and pressure (25–400 Torr N2). The experimental data are well-represented by

the following temperature- and pressure-independent rate coefficients (1010 � k/cm3 molecule�1 s�1):

kR1 = 2.90 � 0.44, kR2 = 3.89 � 0.58, kR3 = 3.68 � 0.55; the uncertainties are estimates of accuracy at the

95% confidence level. Potential energy surfaces (PES) for the reactions have been characterized at

the MP2/cc-pVTZ level and improved single point energies of stationary points obtained in CCSD(T)-F12a

calculations. The PES for all reactions are characterized by the formation of pre and post reaction complexes

and submerged barriers. Rate coefficients for the reactions were calculated as a function of temperature

and pressure using a master equation model based on the coupled cluster theory results. The calculated

rate coefficients are in good agreement with experiment; the overall rate coefficients are relatively insensitive

to variations of the barrier heights within typical chemical accuracy, but the predicted branching ratios vary

significantly. The inclusion of tunnelling has no effect.

Introduction

Several reviews of the atmospheric occurrence, thermodynamic
properties and chemistry of amines have recently appeared.1–4

In spite of around 150 different amines having been identified
in the atmosphere,1 they were almost left out of atmospheric
and environmental sciences due to their low ppbV-range mixing
ratios and their short lifetimes.5 It has now been demonstrated
from modeling of field observations,6 and from controlled
experiments in the CLOUD chamber at CERN,7 that amines

are important in new particle formation through their gas phase
acid–base reaction with sulphuric acid. A recent matrix isolation
study shows that trimethylamine and sulfuric acid may even
form a 1 : 1 complex of ionic character, in which a proton is
nearly completely transferred: (CH3)3NH+� � ��OSO3H.8

The primary tropospheric sink for amines is generally
accepted to be reaction with the OH radical. It has been
reported that levels of Cl atoms in the marine boundary layer
can be 1–10 percent of OH levels,9 and findings suggest a
significant Cl production rate even in the middle of the
continental United States.10 Laboratory and theoretical
research demonstrates that heterogeneous reaction of N2O5

with HCl(aq) may represent a significant source of tropo-
spheric ClNOx species that can rapidly photolyze under day-
time conditions to generate Cl atoms.11 Hence, it appears that
reaction with Cl could be a significant tropospheric sink for
any trace gas that reacts with Cl significantly more rapidly
than with OH. There are no kinetic data for Cl + amine
reactions reported in the literature, although one reaction
dynamics study of Cl + CH3NH2 has been published showing
yields of the two hydrogen abstraction products to be 48% �CH2NH2

and 52% �NHCH3 at a collision energy of B2000 cm�1.12 Since it is
a reasonable expectation that Cl + amine reactions are very fast,
laboratory studies to quantify the kinetics of these reactions are
needed.
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In this paper, we report a combined experimental and theoretical
study of the reactions of Cl atoms with mono-, di- and tri-
methyl amine.

Cl + CH3NH2 - products (R1)

Cl + (CH3)2NH - products (R2)

Cl + (CH3)3N - products (R3)

Experimental determinations of temperature- and pressure-
dependent rate coefficients for (R1)–(R3) are reported for the first
time, as are theoretical analyses of reaction potential energy
surfaces and kinetics. The potential influence of (R1)–(R3) on the
atmospheric chemistry of the studied amines is qualitatively
assessed.

Experimental approach

The kinetics of Cl reactions with CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH, and (CH3)3N
have been studied under pseudo-first order conditions with the
amine as the excess reagent using the laser flash photolysis (LFP) –
resonance fluorescence (RF) technique. In the LFP-RF approach, Cl
atoms are produced on a nanosecond time scale via LFP of a
suitable Cl-containing precursor. A chlorine resonance lamp, which
consists of an electrodeless microwave discharge through a flowing
gas mixture containing a trace of Cl2 in helium, continuously
excites vacuum-UV fluorescence in the photolytically produced Cl
atoms. The fluorescence signal is monitored by a solar blind
photomultiplier and signals are processed using photon-counting
techniques in conjunction with multichannel scaling. As long as
the Cl atom concentration is relatively low (less than 1012 atoms per
cm3 under typical operating conditions), the fluorescence signal is
proportional to the Cl atom concentration.

A schematic diagram of the LFP-RF apparatus is published
elsewhere.13 The apparatus is similar in configuration to those
employed in a number of earlier studies of chlorine atom
kinetics carried out at Georgia Tech.14–19 Details of the experimental
approach that are specific to this study are provided below.

A jacketed Pyrexs reaction cell with an internal volume of
150 cm3 was used in all experiments. The cell was maintained
at a constant temperature by circulating ethylene glycol from a
thermostated bath through the outer jacket. A copper-constantan
thermocouple was inserted into the reaction zone through a vacuum
seal, thus allowing measurement of the gas temperature under the
precise pressure and flow rate conditions of the experiment. The
temperature variation in the reaction volume, i.e., the volume from
which fluorescence could be detected, was less than 2 K at the
highest temperature employed in the study (435 K) and less than 1 K
at the lowest temperature employed (274 K).

Atomic chlorine was produced by 248 nm laser flash photo-
lysis of phosgene, Cl2CO.

Cl2CO + hn (248 nm) - 2 Cl + CO (R4)

A GAM EX50 KrF excimer laser served as the 248 nm light
source; its pulse width is B20 ns and fluences employed in the
study ranged from 3 to 67 mJ cm�2 pulse�1.

All details concerning the operation of the resonance lamp
and signal processing electronics are published elsewhere.14–19

For each chlorine atom decay rate measured, signals from a
large number of laser shots (100–20 000) were averaged to
obtain a well-defined pseudo-first order temporal profile over
(typically) three e-folding times of chlorine atom decay.

Both excited spin–orbit state chlorine atoms (2P1/2) and
ground state chlorine atoms (2P3/2) can be produced by the
ultraviolet photo-dissociation of phosgene; the fraction of
excited Cl(2P1/2) has been reported to be o10% at 248 nm.20

The RF detection scheme is sensitive to both spin orbit states.
To ensure rapid deactivation of Cl(2P1/2) atoms, approximately
0.5 Torr CO2 was added to each Cl2CO–amine–N2 reaction
mixture. Since the rate coefficient for deactivation of Cl(2P1/2)
by CO2 is (1.2 � 0.3) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1,21–23 the time
scale for spin–orbit state equilibration was always very rapid
compared to the time scale for chemical reaction of Cl atoms.

In order to avoid accumulation of photochemically generated
reactive species, all experiments were carried out under ‘‘slow
flow’’ conditions. The linear flow rate through the reactor was
typically 3 cm s�1 (1.4–9 cm s�1 was the complete range), while
the laser repetition rate was typically 6 Hz (3–7 Hz was the
complete range). Since the direction of flow was perpendicular
to the photolysis laser beam, no volume element of the reaction
mixture was subjected to more than a few laser shots. As expected,
observed kinetics were independent of linear flow rate and laser
repetition rate over the ranges investigated. Phosgene (Cl2CO) and
amines were introduced into the reaction cell from 12-liter Pyrexs

bulbs containing dilute mixtures in N2, while CO2 and N2 were
flowed directly from their high pressure storage cylinders. All gas
flows were controlled by needle valves and measured using
calibrated mass flow meters. The amine–N2 gas mixture, CO2,
and additional N2 were premixed before entering the reaction cell
whereas the Cl2CO–N2 mixture was injected into reaction mixture
flow (typically) 2 cm upstream from the reaction zone; this
approach minimized interferences from hydrolysis of Cl2CO on
reactor walls and dark reaction of amines with the HCl product of
Cl2CO hydrolysis. At 298 K, kinetics results were found to be
independent of injector position over the range 2–10 cm upstream
from the reaction zone, and also independent of the fraction
of total flow attributable to the Cl2CO–N2 mixture over the ranges
2–18% for R1, 0.5–13% for R2, and 0.5–12% for R3. These
observations demonstrate that mixing of Cl2CO into the overall
flow was complete by the time the flow reached the reaction zone.

Concentrations of each component in the reaction mixture
were determined from the corresponding bulb concentrations,
the mass flow rates and the total pressures. The bulb concen-
trations of each amine were measured frequently by UV photo-
metry at 213.86 nm using a zinc penray lamp as the light
source. The absorption cross sections employed to convert
measured absorbances to concentrations were determined
as part of this study and are, in unit of 10�18 cm2 molecule�1,
2.35 � 0.12 for CH3NH2, 1.27 � 0.06 for (CH3)2NH and 4.39 �
0.22 for (CH3)3N. In excellent agreement with our results,
Tannenbaum et al.24 report the following cross sections at
213.86 nm (0.1 nm resolution): 2.34 for CH3NH2, 1.34 for (CH3)2NH,
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and 4.33 for (CH3)3N. One other reported cross section for
CH3NH2 at 213.86 nm (0.05 nm resolution) is 1.80,25 i.e., about
25% smaller than the cross section we report.25

The gases used in this study had the following stated
minimum purities: CO2, 99.99%; Cl2CO, 99.9%; CH3NH2,
98%; (CH3)2NH, 99%; and (CH3)3N, 99%. The above purities
all refer to the liquid phase in the high-pressure storage
cylinders. The N2 used in this study was the gas obtained as
seep-off from a high-pressure liquid nitrogen cylinder. Nitrogen
and CO2 were used as supplied while the other gases were
degassed repeatedly at 77 K before being used to prepare
mixtures with N2.

Computational methods and details
Electronic structure calculations

Geometries and frequencies of the stationary points on the
amine + chlorine atom potential energy surfaces were calculated
using second order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)
with Dunning’s correlation consistent cc-pVTZ basis set.26 The
pre- and post-reaction adducts were localized by calculating the
reaction path in mass weighted coordinates (IRC).

Improved single point energies of the stationary points were
calculated using explicitly correlated Coupled Cluster Singles
and Doubles with perturbative triples, CCSD(T)-F12a,27,28 with
Dunnings triple-zeta basis set augmented with diffuse functions,
aug-cc-pVTZ.29 The MP2 calculations were performed using
Gaussian09,30 while the explicitly correlated coupled cluster
calculations were performed in Molpro 2012.1.31,32

Calculation of rate coefficients

The kinetics of the different methyl amine + chlorine atom
reactions may in principle be governed by the formation of a
pre-reaction adduct, one or more tight transition states and
possible stabilization of the pre-reaction complex. A master
equation model was therefore used to simulate the kinetics of
the reactions. Rate coefficients for the inner transition states
were calculated using RRKM theory with energies and rovibrational
data from the electronic structure calculations, while rate coefficients
for the outer transition states were calculated using long-range
transition state theory with a dispersion force potential.33 Experi-
mental values for the employed polarizabilities, ai, and the first
ionisation potentials, Ii, are summarized in Table S1 (ESI†) and stem
from the NIST database.34 All master equation calculations were
performed in MESMER 3.0.35

The two spin–orbit states 2P3/2 (lowest) and 2P1/2 of the
chlorine atom, having degeneracies of 4 and 2, respectively,
and separated by 882 cm�1 were included in the calculation of
the electronic partition function. Since spin–orbit coupling
present in the Cl atom becomes smaller during the reaction it
will contribute to the potential energy surface by effectively
lowering the non-relativistic energy of the reactants by 1/3 of
the SO coupling constant of Cl (3.5 kJ mol�1) assuming
negligible SO coupling in the transition state.

Results
Kinetic experiments

As mentioned above, all experiments were carried out under pseudo-
first order conditions with [amine] c [Cl]0. Hence, in the
absence of side reactions that remove or produce Cl(2PJ) atoms,
the Cl(2PJ) temporal profile following the laser flash is
described by the following relationship:

ln{[Cl]0/[Cl]t} = ln{S0/St} = (kRi[amine] + kR5)t = k0t (E1)

In eqn (E1), S0 is the RF signal at a time immediately after
the laser fires, St is the RF signal at a later time t; ki (i = 1, 2 or 3)
is the total bimolecular rate coefficient for all Cl(2PJ) + amine
reaction channels that are irreversible on the experimental time
scale; k0 is the pseudo-first order Cl(2PJ) fluorescence signal
decay rate coefficient; and kR5 is the first-order rate coefficient
for background Cl(2PJ) atom loss:

Cl(2PJ) - loss by diffusion from the detector field of view and/or

reaction with background impurities. (R5)

kR5 was directly measured by observing the RF temporal profile
in the absence of added amine for each set of reaction condi-
tions; while not strictly first order, the parameterization of kR5

as a first order process is an excellent approximation for the
first 5 ms after the laser flash, which is the relevant time scale
for analysis of all kinetic data.

The bimolecular rate coefficients of interest, kRi(P,T), i = 1–3,
are obtained from the slopes of plots of k0 versus [amine] for
data obtained at constant temperature and total pressure.
Although numerous possible impurities in the methyl amine
samples can react rapidly with atomic chlorine, we can assume
impurity reactions are of negligible importance because the rate
coefficients for reactions (R1)–(R3) are measured to be very fast
(see below) and, as reported above, the amine purities were Z98%.

Overall, the observed kinetics are consistent with the behavior
predicted by eqn (E1), i.e., observed Cl(2PJ) temporal profiles are
exponential and observed k0 are found to increase linearly with
increasing [amine]. Furthermore, observed kinetics were found
to be independent of significant variations in laser fluence,
confirming the expectation that radical concentrations were
low enough to render radical–radical side reactions too slow to
be a significant kinetic interference on the time scale of Cl(2PJ)
decay. Typical Cl(2PJ) temporal profiles are shown in Fig. 1 and
typical plots of k versus [amine] are shown in Fig. 2.

For all three Cl + amine reactions studied, bimolecular rate
coefficients were, within experimental uncertainties, found to
be independent of pressure over the range 25–400 Torr N2. Such
observational evidence supports the idea that the dominant
pathway for Cl(2PJ) + amine reactions over the full range of
temperature and pressure investigated is H-transfer. Measured
bimolecular rate coefficients for reactions (R1)–(R3) are summarized
in Tables S2–S4 (ESI†).

Because the precisions of tabulated kRi values are quite good
(2s o 5% at 298 K and 2s o 11% at other temperatures),
we estimate that the absolute uncertainty of reported values
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for kRi is �10% at 298 K and �16% at other temperatures.
Since interfering side reactions appear to be of negligible impor-
tance (see above), the primary source of systematic error appears to
be associated with amine concentration determinations.

Arrhenius plots for reactions (R1)–(R3) are shown in Fig. 3.
The following best fit Arrhenius expressions are derived from
linear least-squares analyses of the ln kRi versus T�1 data (units
are 10�10 cm3 molecule�1 s�1):

kR1(T ) = (2.63 � 0.30) exp{(+33 � 38)/T }

kR2(T ) = (4.46 � 1.45) exp{(�49 � 113)/T }

kR3(T ) = (3.47 � 0.46) exp{(+18 � 78)/T }

Uncertainties in the above expressions are 2s and represent
the precision of the Arrhenius parameters. Given that the
statistical uncertainties in measured activation energies are
larger than the activation energies themselves, the following
temperature independent rate coefficients (obtained from com-
puting unweighted averages of experimental kRi values) are also
considered adequate representations of the experimental data
(units are 10�10 cm3 molecule�1 s�1): kR1 = 2.90 � 0.13, kR2 =
3.89 � 0.46, and kR3 = 3.68 � 0.35, where the uncertainties are
two standard deviations of the average. Absolute uncertainties
in these rate coefficients are estimated to be �15% at the 95%
confidence level.

Structures and energies of stationary points

The stationary points on the potential energy surfaces (PES) of
the Cl reactions with MA, DMA and TMA were located in MP2/
cc-pVTZ calculations. Improved energies were obtained in
CCSD(T)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations; the results are summarized
in Tables S5–S7 (ESI†) and illustrated in Fig. 4. Cartesian
coordinates of reactants, products and stationary points on
the PES obtained in MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations are given
in Table S8 (ESI†), which also includes illustrations of the
stationary point structures. The vibrational wave numbers of
the saddle points are collected in Table S9 (ESI†). The mini-
mum energy path (MEP) connecting reactants and products of
the Cl reactions with MA, DMA and TMA were computed using
the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method36 at the MP2/
cc-pVTZ level of theory. In addition to the saddle points of the
hydrogen abstraction reactions we have located a pre-reaction
adduct on the MEP for all reactions. On the product side of the
MEP there is a post-reaction van der Waals adduct between
amino radicals and HCl. In summary, the general and prominent
features of the amine + Cl reaction PES are strong pre-reaction
complexes and saddle points with energies below that of the
corresponding reactants.

Fig. 1 Typical resonance fluorescence temporal profiles observed in kinetic
studies of (R1)–(R3). Experimental conditions: T = 296 K, P = 25 Torr, linear
flow rate through reactor = 3.0 cm s�1. Concentrations (1011 cm�3): [Cl2CO] =
(A) 481, (B) 391, (C) 378 and (D) 481; [CO2] = 210 000; [Cl]0 = (A) 3, (B) 0.8,
(C) 0.8, (D) 2; [CH3NH2] = (A) 0, (B) 212, (C) 364 and (D) 678. Number of laser
shots averaged = (A) 20, (B) 6000, (C) 9000 and (D) 11 000. Solid lines are
obtained from nonlinear least-squares analyses of the Cl(2PJ) fluorescence
signal versus time data and give the following pseudo-first-order decay rates
(k0) in units of s�1: (A) 76, (B) 6050, (C) 10 600 and (D) 19 500. For clarity, traces
(A), (B) and (C) are scaled upwards by factors of 3.0, 2.4 and 2.0, respectively.
Most of the data used to determine the decay rate for trace (A) were obtained
at longer times than those shown in the figure.

Fig. 2 Plots of k0 versus [CH3NH2] for data obtained at different tem-
peratures and pressures. Solid lines are obtained from linear least-squares
analyses and lead to the bimolecular rate coefficients reported in Table S2
(ESI†). Blue: 296 K, 25 Torr. Green: 296 K, 200 Torr. Red: 419 K, 25 Torr.

Fig. 3 Arrhenius plots for Cl(2PJ) reactions with CH3NH2 (R1, black),
(CH3)2NH (R2, red), and (CH3)3N (R3, blue). Solid lines are obtained from
linear least squares analyses of the unweighted ln kRi versus T�1 data; the
best fit Arrhenius expressions in units of 10�10 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 are kR1 =
2.63 exp(+33/T), kR2 = 4.46 exp(�49/T), and kR3 = 3.47 exp(+18/T). Error
bars are 2s, precision only.
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Calculated rate coefficients

Results from the kinetics calculations are summarized in Table S10
(ESI†); for the temperature range 200–600 K the overall theore-
tical rate coefficients can conveniently be parameterized (units
are 10�10 cm3 molecule�1 s�1):

kR1(T ) = 4.20 exp{+3.6/T } or 4.15 (T/298 K)0.01

kR2(T ) = 5.43 exp{�48/T } or 4.64 (T/298 K)0.13

kR3(T ) = 5.61 exp{�45/T } or 4.74 (T/298 K)0.14

The calculations confirm that the reaction rates are inde-
pendent of pressure; the energy transfer parameter for the pre-
reaction complex, hDEdowni, was initially set to 250 cm�1, but
since the reaction rates do not show any pressure dependence,
the calculations are independent the value of hDEdowni. The
calculated rate coefficients are in very good agreement with the
experimental values with the largest deviations being less than
a factor of two. This good agreement is to a large extent caused
by the fact that the reactions are very close to being collision
controlled, with overall rate coefficients being only slightly less
than the LRTST capture rate coefficients. The calculated
branching ratios are 9C : 91N and 0C : 100N at 298 K for MA
and DMA, respectively.

The sensitivity of the rate coefficients and branching ratios
to the calculated energy barriers was tested by shifting the
calculated barriers by 4 kJ mol�1 in opposite directions. The
maximum change in overall rate coefficients was 5%, 1% and no
change for MA, DMA and TMA respectively. The room temperature
branching ratio for the MA reaction was found to be more sensitive
to the barrier heights as lowering the barrier for C-abstraction and
raising the barrier for N-abstraction gave 33C : 67N while shifting
the barriers in opposite directions gave 2C : 98N. For the DMA no
change was exposed.

Eckart tunnelling was included in the master equation
model. The imaginary frequencies for all H-shift reactions are
below 450 cm�1 (Table S9, ESI†), and, consequently, tunnelling
was found to have negligible influence on the calculated rate
coefficients and branching ratios.

Discussion
Literature comparisons

Rudić et al.12 carried out a theoretical study of the MA + Cl
reaction employing a variant of G2-model chemistry,37 and
found essentially the same PES as derived in the present study.
In particular, they identified the strongly bound pre-reactive
complex as a 2-center-3-electron bond involving the nitrogen
lone pair and the unpaired electron on Cl. The magnitude of
the Cl–N bond strengths calculated in this study are larger than
the one measured for Cl–pyridine,38 where a 2-center-3-electron
bond is also formed. The trend in Cl–N bond strengths (Cl–
TMA 4 Cl–DMA 4 Cl–MA 4 Cl–pyridine) makes good physical
chemical sense since it can be attributed to the methyl groups
donating electron density to the N lone pair.

The MA + Cl reaction dynamics study shows a roughly 50 : 50
branching in the initial abstraction.12 It should be noted that
the reactants are far from being thermalized in the study: the
translational collision energy is about 2000 cm�1, and there is
very little rotational or vibrational energy in the methylamine
reactant (2000 cm�1 corresponds to a translational temperature
of B2900 K). The present calculations show an increase in the
C–H abstraction yield from 0.09 at 300 K to 0.22 at 600 K, so the 48%
yield reported in the reaction dynamics study12 appears to be in
reasonable agreement with the theoretical findings of this study.

Implications for atmospheric chemistry of amines

Consideration of the rate coefficients reported in this study in
conjunction with rate coefficients for OH + amine reactions that
were reported recently by Onel et al.,39 suggests that the Cl rate
coefficients are faster at 298 K by factors of 16, 6, and 6 for MA,
DMA, and TMA, respectively, and that these rate coefficient
ratios change very little as a function of temperature. In the
marine boundary layer, Cl concentrations are typically 1–10
percent of OH concentrations.9 Hence, it appears that reaction
with Cl is a minor but significant sink for amines in marine
environments.

The calculated branching ratios in the MA and DMA reac-
tions with Cl suggest that N–H abstraction dominates in the

Fig. 4 Relative energies of stationary points on the potential energy
surfaces of the CH3NH2 + Cl, (CH3)2NH + Cl and (CH3)3N + Cl reactions.
Results from CCSD(T)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations.
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chlorine reactions in contrast to the corresponding OH reac-
tions, where C–H abstraction dominates.40–42 In areas with
elevated chlorine atom concentrations the Cl reactions may
therefore contribute significantly to nitramine and nitrosamine
formation (i.e. RR0N + NO2 - RR 0NNO2). An experimental
determination of the branching ratios for the MA and DMA + Cl
reactions is clearly needed.

Conclusions

The rate coefficients for the chlorine atom reactions with
methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine have been
determined using the laser flash photolysis – resonance fluores-
cence technique. The reactions are extremely fast with nearly
temperature independent rate coefficients close to the gas
kinetic collision limit. Quantum chemical calculations show
that the reactions are dominated by strongly bound pre-
reaction complexes and submerged barriers, and statistical rate
theory confirms that the reactions are collision controlled.
Reaction with Cl appears to make a small but non-negligible
contribution to destruction of amines in marine atmospheric
environments. Unlike OH reactions with mono- and di-methyl
amine, the Cl reactions are predicted theoretically to proceed
predominantly by abstraction of hydrogen from the N atom,
thus making Cl + amine reactions a potentially important
source of atmospheric nitramines and nitrosamines.
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